EARLY LEARNING CENTRE
HANDBOOK

Children in the Early Learning Centre will have
access to a wide variety of indoor and outdoor
learning experiences which promote curiosity,
creativity and social interaction.
Purposeful and carefully considered
opportunities have been included in the
environment to enhance cognitive, social,
emotional and physical development. Inspired
by the schools of Reggio Emilia in Northern

WELCOME

Italy, we believe in the competence and

“From the beginning
children demonstrate that
they have a voice, know
how to listen and want to be
listened to by others.”

learning possibilities which reflect this.

Carla Rinaldi
Methodist Ladies’ College (MLC) would like
to welcome your family to our Early Learning

capability of children, thus providing endless

We appreciate the different requirements of
families and the need for flexibility. Accordingly,
the Centre will operate for 50 weeks of the
year, from 6.30am to 6.30pm, only closing for
two weeks over the Christmas holiday period.
In choosing an environment for the care of
your child, we recognise you will have many
questions. Our Early Learning Centre Director,

Centre community.

Mrs Rika Whelan, has more than 14 years of

We have a proud 112-year tradition of

their families in a care environment. She will

supporting children and their families to
flourish with our holistic approach. Your child
will be nurtured by our caring early learning
specialists, nestled in the heart of MLC.
Our Early Learning Centre is a warm and
inviting space where families are valued
as their child’s first teacher. Our highly
experienced and qualified early childhood
educators will work in partnership with families

experience in supporting young children and
work alongside you in promoting a positive and
seamless transition for your child from home
to the Centre, and is available to answer any
concerns you may have.
We look forward to developing a secure and
positive relationship with your family and
your child—a relationship in which open
communication is valued and supported.

to nurture and support each child to develop

“No significant learning occurs without a

and, ultimately, thrive.

significant relationship.” – Dr James Comer

ABOUT US
PHILOSOPHY
At MLC Early Learning Centre, we understand
that the first five years of a child’s learning
journey are imperative to their future success.
We are driven by the image of child and believe
that children use 100 languages and more to
speak, listen, think, discover, invent and dream.
Our play-based learning philosophy is
influenced by the Reggio Emilia Approach.
Children are encouraged to discover and
build a sense of belonging to our community.
We aim to give the children the agency and
rich environments to investigate, interpret,
question and connect with the world around
them through these 100 languages.
We hold equity, inclusion and diversity in high
regard as we strive for children to become
active citizens in this ever-changing world.
Our goal is to create genuine and respectful
partnerships with families; we honour parents
as their child’s first teacher and value their
input in decision-making. We recognise that
it is essential to foster warm and nurturing
relationships with children and their families
to understand, scaffold and support their
individual learning journeys.
At MLC Early Learning Centre our vision is to
develop our connections with our diverse local
community to authentically embed cultural
inclusivity.

Our priority is for every child and their
family to feel they belong in the Early
Learning Centre. We recognise that
childhood is precious. We believe each
child is a person with rights in the context
of their family and community. The
Convention on the Rights of the Child
underpins the Early Learning Centre in
deed, word and action.

ABOUT OUR CENTRE
Our Centre was completed and opened
in 2018. It is a beautiful early learning
environment purposefully designed
to provide excellence in care and early
education. The Centre is supported and
sponsored by Methodist Ladies’ College
(MLC). It’s a not-for-profit service, with
money from fees going into the quality of
care provided.
We passionately believe the parent is
the child’s first and most influential
teacher, and we honour this by working in
partnership with families. We will provide
inquiring, fun-filled learning and life
experiences.
The Centre is very much a part of the MLC
campus community. The Centre Director is
responsible for the day-to-day operation of
the facility. They work collaboratively with
the Deputy Principal Early Learning Centre
to Year 6.
Thank you for joining our MLC community.
We hope this Parent Handbook assists you
in understanding the operations of the
Centre.

OUR SHARED
RESPONSIBILITIES …
With Respect To Children
To behave in an ethical and professional
manner at all times.
To deliver the highest quality of early
childhood practice according to the

OUR STANDARDS
The early childhood profession in Australia
is managed and governed according to the
National Quality Framework.
The National Quality Framework is made
up of:
•

National Law (WA) Act 2012

National Quality Standards.
To provide a research- and evidence-based

•

needs of the children.
To provide a safe, warm and nurturing
environment.

the Education and Care Services
National Regulations 2012

programme that is inspiring, creative and
responsive to the curiosity, interests and

the Education and Care Services

•

the National Quality Standards.

The seven areas of quality defined by the
Standards are:
1.

Educational program and practice
(which requires the use of the Early

… AND FAMILIES
To value and respect the uniqueness
of families and the contribution they
can make to Centre life and the campus
community.
To create an atmosphere of trust between
parents and educators, with emphasis on

Years Learning Framework)
2.

Children’s health and safety

3.

Physical environment

4.

Staffing arrangements

5.

Relationships with children

6.

Collaborative partnerships with
families and communities

respectful and responsive communication.
To provide continuity of care between the
home and the Centre, and in each room of
the Centre.

7.

Governance and leadership

There are resources in the Centre which
will give you further information on the

To provide an environment in which the

National Quality Standards. You can also

uniqueness of each child is valued and

access it online at: acecqa.gov.au/nqf/

promoted.

about

To ensure parents are well informed

The Centre is managed according to the

about the programme and are welcome as

requirements of the National Quality

observers, participants and contributors.

Framework.

OUR COMMUNITY IN THE CENTRE AND ON CAMPUS
The Centre is a hub for Early Learning Centre parents.
The Centre also reaches out and connects with
the local community.
The Centre intersects and interacts with
the world beyond the campus, through
communities of culture, the arts and the
environment.

We are passionate about active citizenry. Our
children develop a strong sense of responsibility
and care for those in their community.
The people in our community are important
to us. We maintain active family, cultural and
citizenry links.

CHILD CARE FEES
ELIGIBILIT Y AND
PRIORITIES
As the demand for places can exceed the
number available, a waiting list is compiled
according to MLC’s Early Learning Centre
Enrolment Policy.
The importance of continuity of care is
recognised, and enrolment is offered each year
to current families before new enrolments are
considered.
The Centre has a policy that children must
attend a minimum of two days per week to
assist them to settle in and feel they belong.

HOURS OF OPERATION
The Centre is open Monday to Friday, 6.30am–
6.30pm.
Our Kindergarten runs from 8.50am - 2.30pm,
if parents need additional care out of these
hours, they can utilise the Out of School Hours
Care.
It is essential that children leave the Centre
by 6.30pm. This is a legal requirement of the
Centre.
The Centre is closed over the Christmas–New
Year period for up to two weeks.
Kindergarten is closed during school holidays
and only runs during term time.

TERMS OF ENROLMENT
Please refer to MLC’s Early Learning Centre
Terms of Enrolment document.

The service is an integral part of the
MLC campus and shares financial and
administrative functions with the campus.
Please refer to the Early Learning Centre
Fees and Charges Brochure for further
details.
Parents will be notified in writing of any
changes to the year’s fees at least four
weeks before the new fees come into
operation.
During your orientation, Centre
administration will provide you with
information on payments that may be
available (eligibility rules apply) from the
Australian Government to assist with the
cost of child care. Further information
regarding the Child Care Subsidy can
be found at: humanservices.gov.au/
individuals/services/centrelink/child-caresubsidy.

ORIENTATION AND
LEARNING ABOUT
THE CENTRE
Transitions from home to the Centre:
An individual settling-in plan is developed
for each child. All of your child’s educators
will know the plan and can talk about the
progress with you each day.
During the orientation process, educators
will support each child as they begin to
engage in the programme and planned
experiences, and interact with the other
children.
Educators will also be available to the
family to answer any questions.
Throughout the day, educators will contact
the parent to let them know how their child
is settling.

THE CENTRE’S
CURRICULUM
The Centre implements the Early Years
Learning Framework in conjunction with the

HOW DOES THE
CENTRE LINK TO
THE COLLEGE?
The Early Learning Centre’s location on the
campus of Methodist Ladies’ College allows
for families to access opportunities that are
readily available in the context of a wider
school community.
•

•

•

•

•

Instrumental tuition can be arranged
for children from three years of age.
This would take place with a qualified
tutor and the lesson would be
scheduled during the child’s time at
the centre.
Families can readily access the school
library to borrow books between 8am
and 4pm each day.
Families will have the opportunity to
attend College events such as Sunset
on the Green, Barclay Picnic, College
Sunday and the annual Christmas
Concert.
Parents can arrange for private
occupational therapy or speech
therapy at the Centre, at their own
cost.
Children will visit and use other areas
of the College including nature walks,
school playgrounds and the library,
and take part in organised excursions.

Educational philosophy of Reggio Emilia.
The Framework has a specific emphasis on
play-based learning. There are five learning
outcomes in the Framework, which provide
direction for the children’s programmes in
the Centre:
•

Children have a strong sense of
identity

•

Children are connected with and
contribute to their world

•

Children have a strong sense of
wellbeing

•

Children are confident and involved
learners

•

Children are effective communicators

Educators work in partnership with children,
families and other professionals to plan
programmes for children’s learning and
wellbeing.

Educators are continually:
•

observing the children, gathering
information, analysing it and using this
information to plan;

•

implementing the plan, while being
sensitive to where children are
enjoying the learning experiences
and supporting them when they take
their learning in new and challenging
directions;

•

evaluating, which requires analysing
observations and recording events;

•

reflecting on each child’s learning
outcomes and also the group’s learning
outcomes.

PARTNERSHIPS
WITH FAMILIES
Learning outcomes are most likely
to be achieved when early childhood
educators work in partnership with
families.
The Early Years Learning Framework informs
us that partnerships are based on the
foundations of understanding each other’s
expectations and attitudes, and build on the
strength of each others’ knowledge.
In genuine partnerships, families and early
childhood educators:
• value each other’s knowledge of each child
• value each other’s contributions to and
roles in each child’s life
• trust each other
• communicate freely and respectfully with
each other
• share insights and perspectives about
each child
• engage in shared decision-making.
The Centre will work towards developing and
maintaining these partnerships with families
throughout the child’s enrolment at the
Centre.

HOW DO PARENTS KNOW
WHAT IS HAPPENING?

TRANSITIONS
THROUGH THE CENTRE

The Centre will regularly communicate with
parents regarding their child’s care and
learning journey at the Centre. Our main way of
communication is the Xplor Home parent app.

Children will transition through our Centre at
certain milestones. Educator-to-child ratios
need to be kept in mind with transitions, as
they are different in each room. A transition
plan will be created and shared with the
family before the transition begins. If/
when children are unsettled during this
period, the educators will keep in close
communication with the parents to support
the child’s successful transition into their new
environment.

Regular emails are sent out regarding any
events that might occur or any other important
information.

THE ENVIRONMENT
AND ITS INFLUENCE
The Centre believes the environment
is incredibly important to each child’s
learning. We call it the child’s ‘third teacher’
after families and educators.
Because of this belief, the Centre offers
a safe, spacious and well-resourced
environment that provides the children
with opportunities for positive experiences.
Educators ensure all children are engaged
and involved in fun, inspiring, challenging
experiences in well-designed and
organised spaces.

HEALTHY AND SAFE:
THE CHILDREN’S
WELLBEING
All children have the right to experience
quality education and care in an
environment that supports their health
and safety according to the guidelines set
out in the National Quality Framework.
At MLC, this is complemented by a focus
on promoting each child’s wellbeing
while providing support for each child’s
growing competence, confidence and
independence.
The Centre will help each child take
increasing responsibility for self-help and
basic health routines, as this creates a
sense of independence and confidence.
As children grow more independent, they
can take greater responsibility for their
own health, hygiene and personal care.
Through play, they learn decision-making
skills and how to assess risks. In doing this,
they become aware of their own safety and
wellbeing, and that of others.

SAFEGUARDING
CHILDREN
At all times, staff members are aware of the
Centre’s policy and procedures that relate to
supervision and child protection.
Child wellbeing is an extremely complex
issue. If there is a concern regarding this, it
must be dealt with in a way that serves the
best interests of the child.
Any concern regarding the safety of a child
will be reported to the Department of Child
Protection and Family Support and the
Education and Care Regulatory Unit.

SECURIT Y OF THE
CHILDREN
The Centre takes the security of the children
very seriously. The College has created a safe
and secure environment for your child.
Only authorised collectors may pick up
children.
Families have to update the details of any
person who is authorised to collect their
child, with the ELC Administrator. The
authorised person also has to provide photo
ID upon pick up.
For the safety and security of the children,
Centre staff may at any time require
authorised collectors to show photo ID.
Please inform the Director of any custody or
court orders.

GUIDING CHILDREN’S
BEHAVIOUR
The Centre takes a positive approach to
guiding behaviour. We encourage children to
learn self-regulation, which allows them to
manage their own behaviour.
Educators analyse why a child may behave
a certain way, encouraging the continuation
of acceptable behaviours and addressing
any concerns. This approach helps children
understand their own behaviour and start
developing the skills necessary for selfregulation.

STAYING HEALTHY,
BEING WELL
The Centre uses the National Health and
Medical Research Council’s reference text,
Staying Healthy in Education and Care
Services (fifth edition). This ‘best practice’ text
is used by education and care services across
Australia.

NUTRITION
A chef trained in food handling, hygiene
and nutrition is employed to prepare meals
for the Centre. The menu is nutritious
and varied, and wherever possible, fresh
seasonally available produce will be used.
Daily routines will be established to
encourage healthy eating habits.
Families are asked to inform Early Learning
Centre educators of any specific dietary
requirements, allergies and known medical
conditions.
Water will always be readily available.
Parents will be notified if their child is not
taking in an appropriate amount of fluid
during the day.

REST AND
REL AXATION
Each child’s need for sleep, rest and
relaxation is varied and will change over
time. Parents are asked to communicate
the requirements for their child, and
educators are committed to maintaining
home routines, where possible.

SUN PROTECTION
The Centre is sun smart, following the
Cancer Council’s recommendations.
Suncream will be applied to children 20
minutes before they go outdoors and
reapplied every two hours, and also only
when the UV is above 3.
The outdoor environment provides shaded
areas, as stipulated in the National Quality
Standard. Children must wear hats when
outdoors at all times.
Families are encouraged to provide bucket
hats, which cover the face and neck
appropriately.

WINTER AND WET
WEATHER
The children at MLC’s Early Learning Centre
will go outdoors during winter. Parents
need to supply appropriate as well as
spare clothing for their children. Children
are encouraged to have a raincoat and
gumboots on days of inclement weather.

IMMUNISATION

Centre will be closely observed and given

It is an expectation that all children within

contacted.

the Centre are fully immunised.

the required level of care. Parents will be
Children who are unwell and require the

The exception to this requirement is where

close attention of one staff member for

medical evidence is provided to the Centre

more than a short period will be sent home

indicating that a child’s health would be

to receive the individual care and attention

adversely affected by being immunised.

they need.

In the case of suspected or actual

If urgent medical attention is required, the

outbreaks of infectious disease (such as

Director (or Responsible Person) will call

measles and whooping cough) children

an ambulance or doctor. Every effort will

who are not immunised will be excluded

be made to contact the parent or their

from the Centre, even if the child is well.

nominated emergency contact as soon as

Fees will still be payable for this period. .

possible. All medical and ambulance costs
are the parent’s responsibility.

ILLNESS AND
ACCIDENTS
Educators must be notified if the child has
been unwell or received an injury since last

Parents will be notified of any infectious
diseases in the Centre and are encouraged
to keep their children home if there
child shows any of the symptoms of the
infectious disease.

attending the Centre.

If your child has an accident:

Educators must be informed if the child is

Staff will undertake an initial assessment

receiving medication at home, even if the

and provide first aid and comfort to the

medication is not being given at the Centre,

child.

as the child may experience side effects.

Parents will be informed as soon as

If the child needs medication administered
at the Centre, families need to fill in the

possible, and decisions will be made as to
the next steps.

Medication Administration form. All

The Centre Director may call emergency

medication, whether prescribed or non-

services at any time if it is in the child’s best

prescribed must have a pharmacy label

interest to do so.

with the child’s name on it. Medication
need to be provided in its original
packaging.
If a child is unwell, they must not attend the
Centre. Educators must be kept updated
on any changes to a child’s health.
Any child who becomes unwell while in the

Returning After Illness Or An
Accident
After a case of serious ill health (including
infectious diseases or hospitalisation), the
child will require a medical certificate from
a registered medical practitioner verifying
that they can return to the Centre.

COMMUNICATION AND SOLVING ISSUES
In order to provide the best possible care
and education for your child, we encourage
open communication with parents.
Educators will use an electronic platform
to provide information on each child’s care
and learning.

Should you have any problems or concerns,
it is appropriate to initially speak to your
child’s educator. If you are not satisfied
with your discussion, please approach the
Centre Director.

PRIVACY
The Centre respects and supports the right

for the purpose it is collected for. All staff

of all individuals to privacy. All information

at the Centre are required to adhere to the

collected by the Centre will only be used

relevant policies from MLC.

NOTES

Per Ardua ad Alta;
through striving to the heights
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